
Luxurious, Low-Maintenance Gates and Fencing by Enduris

Transform your backyard into  
the living space of your dreams...

30-Year
Fade & Stain  

Warranty

ENDWOOD



Tired of wood fencing rotting, twisting and requiring constant and costly upkeep? 
Haven’t found anything in vinyl or composite fencing that looks remotely like wood? 

Transform your yard and  
your lifestyle with Endwood.®

You’ll enjoy the fine craftsmanship of this magnificent 
low-maintenance fencing for decades to come. 

Endwood is the new standard in fencing. Endwood Fence Systems,  

manufactured by Enduris, feature the distinct appearance of hand stained 

redwood, cedar, or weathered barnwood, complete with variegated  

colors and realistic woodgrain texture that you would swear is  

real wood. But that’s where the similarities end.



Wood has been the go-to material for fencing in gracious neighborhoods for centuries. 

Historically, attempts at wood alternatives have fallen flat, with a plastic sheen that doesn’t 

even come close to mimicking real wood.

But wood—painted, or even stained and sealed—only looks good for the first few months. 

It isn’t long until the fence around your yard—a substantial investment—starts to look  

damaged and downtrodden, as the sun bleaches out all the color, and wind and rain 

cause the pickets and rails to twist, warp and rot. 

What once appeared strong and beautiful becomes fragile, dull and weathered. Even 

time-consuming and costly annual maintenance—sanding, staining, painting, refastening 

warped pickets—won’t bring back the beauty of new wood, since it is constantly  

subjected to the aging effects of weather. 

Is it wood, or is it Endwood?

Endwood California Style Fencing in Sequoia 
(right panel); Privacy Straight-Edge with  

Endwood Lattice (left panel) 



Ultra-Low Maintenance

Rich, Hand-Stained Wood Appearance

30-Year Fade & Stain Warranty 

No Mold, Rot or Splinters 

Impervious to Termites

Endwood California Style 
Fencing in Slate, with  

Endwood Lattice



Endwood Fencing is engineered to  
be impervious to the sun, wind, rain and snow.

Strength and beauty on the surface.
Our advanced manufacturing process is uniquely suited for exceptional performance when faced with  
the elements. The surface is protected with our exclusive HardCover™ capstock, an advanced technology 
that preserves the aesthetics, retains the color of the fence and provides superior stain resistance.  All 
sides of Endwood pickets, posts and rails are protected with a high-performance coating that has been 
used for decades in high-end applications in the auto industry, to ensure color stability.

In fact, Endwood Fencing includes an industry first—a 30-Year Fade and Stain Warranty. With Endwood, 
there is no need for annual staining or sealing to maintain the rich and vibrant colors. Grass clippings and 
surface debris can be easily cleaned off with a garden hose.

Endwood is even stronger on the inside.

The core for Endwood pickets and rails is cellular PVC, a closed cell technology that offers superior long-term 
fastener holding strength compared to wood or hollow vinyl. This means you won’t have pickets falling off after 

a wind storm, or nails popping out that have to be repaired. You 
also won’t have any splitting pickets, or knots falling out. Our lab 
results prove Endwood is three times stronger than wood, when 
assembled in an identical manner. Our solid core also creates a 
moisture-resistant product, so it won’t absorb moisture from rain, 
humidity or snow—one of the main causes of deterioration in other 
fence systems, i.e. wood and composites.

In addition, Endwood offers a patent-pending Stabilizing Rail 
System, engineered to provide durability and strength for styles 
or situations that may call for additional fortification. A metal 
insert within the core minimizes sagging and deflection. 

Endwood Cellular PVC

Galvanized Steel Pipe

HardCover™  
High-Performance 
Capstock



Colors as rich as nature
It’s hard to imagine a fence with such 
an authentic, hand-stained texture 
and rich colors maintaining its beauty 
for over 30 years, but it’s true.

Endwood Shadowbox 
Style Fencing in Slate, 
with Dog-Ear Pickets



Choose the style and color  
that complement  
your home and landscape.

Endwood’s unique post options  
allow flexibility for your fence design.
Premium Post Options: all posts are coordinated with  

color-matched or contrasting post caps. Metal posts available.

4" x 4" Post Sleeve—for use with powder-coated brackets 

5" x 5" Routed Post Sleeve—for a smooth transition of a non-bracketed system.

Endwood Fencing is a component system that can be configured  
in a variety of styles and designs to fit almost any application. 
The components are available as separate pickets, rails, and posts, and our unique fusion-welded gate frames, 

which are assembled on the job, allow for complete installation and design flexibility. Endwood can be configured 

to span up to 8 feet wide, with standard heights up to 8 feet, for ultimate privacy. Four design styles – Shadowbox, 

Privacy, Board-on-Board, and California—with picket and color options that allow you to create the fence that best 

suits your style.

Popular Fence Styles to Consider

5" x 5"  Post4" x 4" Post

Shadowbox Dog-Ear

Shadowbox Straight-Edge

Privacy Dog-Ear Board-On-Board Dog-Ear

Privacy Straight-Edge California

 Endwood Privacy Style Fencing in 
Sable, with Straight-Edge Pickets



Elegant Hardware
Hinges and latches are rust-resistant 
stainless steel, available in  
powder-coated black or brushed 
copper finish. Stylish designs  
add old world charm. 

Dare to be different.
Endwood Privacy Style Fence and Gate in Sable, with Atlas Lattice



Endwood Designer  
Series Lattice adds  
a unique flair and  
character to your fence.
Endwood Fencing offers stylish lattice in  

four custom designs for the ultimate in  

personal statements. These unique designs  

feature computer-routed materials that are  

equally low-maintenance. 

Traditional 

Zen

Atlas

Endwood



Endwood Privacy Style Gate in Sable, with Palm Lattice

Dare to be different.



Prepare to enter a new dimension  
with Endwood Designer Series Gates.

Unparalleled strength, security and distinctive design  
separate our gates from any others. 
Endwood’s fusion-welded gate frames are literally the cornerstone of our ultra-low maintenance fence offering.  

As a major leap forward from traditional mechanically fastened gates, an Endwood gate will not become loose or 

sag from continuous use. Our cutting-edge, innovative welding technology assures that your Endwood gate will 

last a lifetime without the hassles of replacement or repair.  Our gates are available in standard sizes—3 ft and 4 ft 

single gates, and a double gate with two 4 ft 2 in leafs—plus, we can fabricate any size gate as a custom order.

Gates are offered with rust-resistant, stainless steel hardware, in powder-coated black or brushed copper 

finish, stylish designs that add old world charm. All hinges are adjustable and self-closing.

Endwood Designer Series Fence Lattice adds a distinctive design element to your privacy fence, and our  

Gate Lattice Inserts  can do the same for your gate. These sturdy, low-maintenance inserts are easy to change 

out. Make a statement seasonally, or all year ‘round—the choice is yours with Endwood lattice gate inserts.

Woodland            Longhorn             Palm 



Are you ready to change your landscape and your lifestyle? 
With Endwood, you get all of the great things people love about wood—the authentic texture, natural wood grain 

patterns and the rich hand-stained appearance without all the cost and drudgery of the yearly sanding, staining and 

sealing. Not only will you have to work less, your fence will keep looking fresh for many years to come. 

Endwood Fencing can be configured to suit your taste. We offer numerous options for fence design, picket style and 

color. Create a handsome boundary for your property that matches or contrasts with your home, your landscaping, 

or your backyard décor. Transform your yard, and your lifestyle, with Endwood.

1-888-329-7428   www.enduris.com
EE 52 6/14

It’s all supported by an industry-first,  
exclusive 30-Year Fade & Stain Warranty. 
Fade-Resistant Colors

Stain Resistant, with Easy Cleaning

No Splintering, Cracking or Rotting 

Impervious to Bugs

Rugged Welded Gates

Ultra-Low Maintenance

Endwood Privacy Style Fencing 
in Sequoia, with Zen Lattice

color. Create 

or your backy

30-Year
Fade & Stain  

Warranty

ENDWOOD

Colors shown are by the lithographic process and may vary from actual samples.  
See your Endwood dealer for true color product samples.


